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A New Day for Marketing 
Mix Modeling 
For the past decade, marketers have used individual-
level data, such as cookies and mobile device IDs, to 
measure advertising results. Now, due to the growing 
emphasis on data privacy, access to this data is 
declining – and with it, the efficacy of measurement 
capabilities with cross-channel attribution tools. 

Marketers, who are accustomed to making fast, 
frequent optimizations based on granular data, need 
to future-proof their measurement strategy. But this 
doesn’t mean a complete rewrite of the marketing 
analytics playbook.

In fact, there is a high-capacity solution already at hand: 
Marketing Mix Modeling (MMM), a statistical model 
used to measure the impact of both marketing and 
non-marketing activities on business outcomes. MMM 
is used to solve complex business problems and make 
the right marketing investments that help drive sales by 
customer segment and media channel. 

While traditional, blue-chip marketers have used MMM 
to measure brand-level marketing tactics for years, 
the approach has been plagued by misconceptions 
regarding capabilities, cost, granularity, speed, and 

transparency (or lack thereof) control for today’s 
modern marketer. However, thanks to the innovation 
of machine learning algorithms, decreasing cost to 
compute, and widespread usage across industries, 
MMM methods have vastly evolved, allowing MMM to 
effectively provide advertising insights and enabling 
marketers to optimize their campaigns at their desired 
level of granularity and speed. 

A privacy-first era is dawning.

Chapter One

© 2022 Meta and Accenture
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A New Day for Marketing Mix Modeling 

Best-in-class Marketing 
Mix Modeling, driven 
by advanced machine 
learning, utilizes fast-
moving and granular 
optimizations to 
improve marketing ROI 
by 14%-38%.

Source: Accenture Research, 2021
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A New Day for Marketing Mix Modeling 

Unlike identity-based measurement systems, MMM 
does not rely on individualized transaction data. 
Instead, MMM uses aggregated data from a range 
of variables and channels, like impressions and 
conversions, to examine marketing effects, thus 
making MMM a strong option for navigating through 
ecosystem changes. This also means that MMM is 
a truly holistic and resilient system, measuring both 
offline and online activities in one place.

Accenture ran multiple experiments using custom-
developed MMM to test its suitability for marketers 
and brands of different sizes and industries. The 
experiments show that, when developed with 
best practices and advanced machine learning 
techniques, MMM can be a reliable system to inform 
media optimization, can help with strategic brand and 
budget decisions, and can provide benefits including:   

This paper showcases the advanced capabilities 
of MMM and recommends best practices for 
implementation. With MMM, marketers can remain 
agile in media planning, help reduce the impact 
of evolving privacy regulations, and position 
themselves for lasting success in the privacy-first 
age and beyond.

Robust MMM is accessible for 
marketers of all sizes and categories1
Production of granular and 
actionable results2
Demonstration of cross-channel 
synergies without user tracking3

© 2022 Meta and Accenture

Continues to meet the privacy 
expectations that people have 
around their data

4
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The Future of Privacy-
First Marketing 
Measurement is MMM
Marketers may be wary of MMM due to its reputation 
as an antiquated measurement method. However, 
Accenture’s experiments showcase that advanced 
MMM is more than capable of meeting measurement 
needs across all marketing use cases, from digital media 
planning to annual budgeting use cases.  

Chapter Two

© 2022 Meta and AccentureGrowth through Privacy-First Measurement     Accenture | Meta
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The Future of Privacy-First Marketing Measurement is MMM

Data was aggregated over three 
years and compiled into meaningful 
dimensions & metrics by cohorts.

Accenture’s 
Research Approach

Collected 30+ 
advertiser syndicated 
data across 5 verticals

1
Accenture analyzed correlation 
between variables, pattern analysis, 
and variable selection that most 
significantly drove outcomes to 
build models. 

Ran MMM for 
each vertical2

Using Bayesian Belief Networks, 
Accenture analyzed the 
relationship between explanatory 
variables to quantify direct and 
indirect impact of marketing drivers 
and used Gradient Descent to 
compose weekly signals into daily 
signals through ML optimizations.

Overlayed optimization 
techniques3

Developed aggregated insights 
based on analysis and models around 
common business questions.

Outputs and business 
applications4

© 2022 Meta and AccentureGrowth through Privacy-First Measurement     Accenture | Meta
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The Future of Privacy-First Marketing Measurement is MMM

The reduced price of computing power, access 
to data via APIs, and open-source packages have 
significantly reduced the level of effort and number 
of resources needed to build and execute modern 
MMM, making modeling accessible to marketers with 
varying levels of education. 

Additionally, models today can be customized 
beyond sales KPIs to include specific outcome 
variables that are uniquely relevant to specific 
marketers, such as purchases, app installs, 
subscriptions, store and web traffic, brand tracking 
or even customer experience metrics like service 
coverage, representative appointments, and more.

Robust MMM is attainable for marketers 
of all categories across all channels 1
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The Future of Privacy-First Marketing Measurement is MMM

Importantly, modeling with more efficient processes 
and automation achieves industry benchmarks 
for quality, including a model’s ability to predict 
accurately. Accenture’s research ran across multiple 
industries, including: apparel, food, consumer 
technology, beauty, and auto, leveraging 1,200 data 
signals across five different sources commonly 
collected by marketers of all types. The research 
proved a high level of prediction accuracy, meeting 
industry standard measure of 5% or below in Mean 
Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), a measure of 
prediction accuracy of a forecasting method. In 
addition, the model predictability, aggregated and 
broken out at the daily level, for actual and predicted 
performance are highlighted in Figure 1. Figure 1 demonstrates the efficacy of the granular model which is in line with industry and market thresholds as it 

relates to prediction accuracy. Accenture study and models produced a MAPE of 5%. 

Accenture Model Statistics (Predicted vs. Actuals) Granular Model
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The Future of Privacy-First Marketing Measurement is MMM

When MMM utilizes granular data, it can 
drive more optimized ROI scenarios

Many brands make optimizations, or 
tactical adjustments, to their paid and 
owned media on a weekly or even daily 
basis. This approach ranges from budget 
re-allocations across campaign tactics to 
refreshing creative or content messaging. 
Up until recently, the measurement of these 
fast-changing strategies was supported by 
identity-based attribution models, which 
required user-level data. 

However, with advances in computing 
power and data science methods, MMM can 
now utilize techniques such as the Gradient 
Descent, Bayesian Belief Networks, Ridge 

Regression, and more to produce actionable 
insights based on business optimization 
objectives, without the use of individual, 
identifiable data. Accenture’s research 
provides clear insights into the value of 
leveraging techniques like the above, in 
addition to more granular data sets such 
as breaking out specific platform tactics 
rather than bucketing them together at the 
platform level. 

Accenture’s experiment consisted of two 
separate models. The first model was 
developed utilizing “Non-Granular” roll-ups, 
such as grouping marketing channels in 

2
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The Future of Privacy-First Marketing Measurement is MMM

Figure 2 illustrates the difference in outputs between the two models, which included six advertisers represented 
by their respective industry verticals. Analyzing the outputs of both models demonstrates the additional value 
provided by a granular analysis that takes into account factors like partner tactics, ad type, or placements.

R squared: The proportion of the variation in the 
dependent variable that is predictable from the 
independent variable(s). 

Efficiency: Performance measure used to evaluate 
profitability of marketing investments.

Contribution: Share of revenue credit attributed to a 
given marketing tactic relative to total brand revenue.  

Meta Efficiency 
Granular vs. Non-Granular

Meta Contribution
Granular vs. Non-Granular

aggregate. The second model utilized “Granular” 
dimensions, which broke Meta into more tactical 
units, including ad type, placements, messaging, 
etc. Results for R-squared and MAPE, two KPIs for a 
model’s accuracy, remained consistent across both 
the Granular and Non-Granular models. 

When comparing the two models, Accenture 
observed an increase in the value of granular data 
relative to aggregated data. In the instance of Meta, 
this was a 0.11% - 0.28% increase in contribution 
share, and a 7.8% - 12.7% increase in revenue and 
ROI impact, as demonstrated in Figure 2.

Granular vs. Meta Total Variable Treatment

Terms to know
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The Future of Privacy-First Marketing Measurement is MMM

In addition, when analyzing the outputs of the 
non-granular model, Accenture recognized that 
total contribution for Meta was undervalued 
compared to the granular model. MMM 
practitioners should consider the uniqueness 
of the individual execution tactics within 
each platform instead of bucketing each at 
the platform level as a signal, in addition to 
considering the value of increased granularity in 
the data taxonomy and time frame. 

Meta generally recommends relying on the system’s 
in-built optimization to automatically allocate ads across 
Meta’s family of apps and services. Manual tactics and 
placements run the risk of decreased performance.
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The Future of Privacy-First Marketing Measurement is MMM

MMM demonstrates cross-channel 
synergies without user tracking 

Modern brands are often keen to 
understand their customers’ paths to 
conversion so that they can optimize 
their cross-channel marketing efforts and 
customer experience. Until recently, such 
insights were attainable with solutions 
like multi-touch attribution. However, the 
changes to the privacy landscape have put 
such tools at risk. Marketing Mix Models, 
when integrated with advanced machine 
learning techniques, can provide similar 
insights on cross-channel synergies.

Accenture’s research produced clear 
insights into cross-channel impacts. 
Results are summarized below in Figure 
3’s ‘Bayesian Belief Model’ of contributing 
factors. 

For example, the Automotive industry 
models predicted digital display within 
consumers’ path to lower-funnel conversion, 
comparable to paid search’s generalized 
position in the marketing funnel. In contrast, 
in other industry models (e.g. retail), digital 

3
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The Future of Privacy-First Marketing Measurement is MMM

Figure 3 demonstrates the relationships between channels as an 
output of MMM to see where various synergies may be in effect.

Dependent channels that is affected by synergistic, independent channels

Independent channels that drive synergistic impact to dependent channel

Display  
Total

Linear TV

Relationship for Display Total

Twitter

Google 
Search

Relationship for Twitter

Program-
matic Video

Meta 
(Non-Video)

Meta 
Video 

(Instream)

Relationship for Meta (Non-Video)Relationship for Google Search

Program-
matic Video

Display 
Total Linear TV

Google 
Search

Relationship for Meta (Instream)

Program-
matic Video

Meta Video 
(Instream)

Linear TV

Relationship for Programmatic Video

Linear TV

Programmatic 
Video

Display 
Total

YouTube

Relationship for YouTube

Meta  
(Non-Video)

Program-
matic Video Twitter

Display 
Total

Linear TV

display will be utilized to drive mid-funnel or 
upper funnel actions. This insight may be a known 
occurrence for Auto industry marketers, but the 
fact that the model showcased this phenomenon 
out of the broader panel experiment shows that 
technique can detect business-relevant and 
unique relationships. This ability to predict and 
learn the exact positioning of tactics within 
customer journeys without the user IDs 
validates the strength of BBN methods. 

Bayesian Belief Model Contributing Factors

Connector Line: Indicates synergies  between independent and dependent 
channels (e.g. Programmatic Video drives Meta Video (Instream)). 
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The Future of Privacy-First Marketing Measurement is MMM

Further, to reflect cross-channel and cross-funnel 
synergies, Accenture applied the Bayesian Belief 
Network advanced machine learning technique to 
its MMM to achieve an even clearer view of influence 
that channels have on one another – even channels 
that cannot be tracked with a click or impression 
tracking pixel. With Bayesian Belief Networks, the 
percentage of each marketing tactic’s contribution 
that was driven by other, cross-channel media is 
quantified seamlessly. 

These results can drive practical cross-channel 
optimizations as seen in Figure 4. For example, the 
BBN results demonstrate that brands can invest more 
in display, television, and video to drive greater impact 
to YouTube, ultimately helping grow sales. While often 
the final MMM solution integrates those credits to 
appropriate tactics, it is important for any organization 
to have awareness and transparency around the 
tactics that influence. Insights development such 
as the previous examples have the ability to be 
automated over time, which creates long term 
computational and resourcing savings.

Figure 4 builds on figure 3, showcasing how specific channels drive impacts across other marketing channels. For 
example, marketers that invest more in Programmatic Video and Meta Video (Instream) can expect to drive greater 
impact to Meta (Non-Video), ultimately growing web traffic.

Drivers of YouTube Drivers of Google Search Drivers of Meta (Non-Video)

YouTube Direct 77.62% Google Search Direct 95.71% Meta (Non-Video) Direct 93.02%

Display 9.78% Linear TV 2.32% Programmatic Video 4.12%

Programmatic Video 9.47% Display 1.61% Meta Video (Instream) 2.85%

Linear TV 2.62% Programmatic Video 0.36%

Meta (Non-Video) 0.32%

Twitter 0.20%

Granular Model BBN Results



Bayesian Belief Network is an optimization technique 
leveraged by the Accenture team in this study. 
Bayesian Belief Networks are graphical models 
that use Bayesian probabilities to model the 
dependencies within the knowledge domain and 
can be layered on top of the standard MMM analysis.

There are two main practical benefits of Bayesian 
Belief Networks:

Bayesian Belief Networks (BBN) Deep Dive

It generates representation of interacting 
variables in a mostly automated way, thus 
reducing need for analyst involvement in 
mode refresh cycles. 

1

It represents causality of the consumer 
pathway to purchase without a need for 
the consumer ID.

2

The knowledge in probabilistic models is 
represented by causal relationships between 
variables and their associated probability measures. 
The causal relationships in Bayesian Belief Networks 
allow the correlation between variables to be 
modeled and predictions to be made based on 
those correlations. 

Bayesian Belief Networks also blend prior knowledge 
with the data by combining prior probabilities with 
conditional probabilities. They can also be modeled 
as a network and ultimately be presented in the form 
of an equation. 

Bayesian Belief Networks can be used as an 
optimization technique that allows for causal 
measurement similar to path-based analysis such 
as Markov Chain commonly used in multi-touch, ID-
based models. 

16
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The Future of Privacy-First Marketing Measurement is MMM

MMM combines and evaluates all online and offline marketing activities, 
builds a picture of relationships between them, and expands to monitor 
factors such as promotions, seasonality, or competition. Today, based 
on advances in computing power and automation, MMM requires less 
resourcing and budget to implement and uses commonly-collected 
privacy-safe data to deliver quick and detailed cross-channel insights, 
making it suitable for marketers of brands of all sizes – including those 
focused on direct response advertising.

With the rapid shift of consumers to digital-first commerce and 
high-growth channels, it is becoming increasingly important for any 
business to respond to frequent ecosystem changes, new marketing 
tactics, and segments. Modern MMM can deliver a comprehensive 
interpretation of most business dynamics. 

A method that will sustainably 
meet the chief measurement needs

17© 2022 Meta and Accenture
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MMM Best Practices
For many brands, MMM has been the cornerstone for marketing ROI for over decades. However, the pace of innovation 
in how MMM is deployed has not kept up with changes in how modern marketing is executed. Marketers have several 
opportunities to modernize their MMM project for the digital marketing age: 

Chapter Three

Make it more immediate. Modern data 
engineering, combined with access to 
data streams, has made collection of MMM 
project data easier, faster, and more robust. 
Looking into the entire data supply chain 
for measurement practice, there are many 
opportunities to help improve data delivery 
to feed MMM projects with the right data 
continuously. 

1 Make it more granular. The largest obstacle to 
satisfying many large scale MMM deployment 
use cases is the manual process of data labeling. 
Improve this process by introducing dedicated 
marketing taxonomy structure and governance 
across all marketing execution teams.

2 Make it easier to trust. Model recommendation 
adoption starts with building trust and 
understanding of what the models do, how 
they are validated, and what insights may 
be applied to strategic decisions vs. tactical 
execution. Modern MMM techniques allow for 
calibration of models with ground truths such 
as lift studies, or results of ID based attributions.  

3

Just getting started with MMM or looking to modernize your MMM process? Below are our top 4 recommended 
implementation best practices to help achieve actionable, accurate, and sustainable results. 

© 2022 Meta and AccentureGrowth through Privacy-First Measurement     Accenture | Meta
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MMM Best Practices

Align on key objectives 
prior to modeling 

MMM can address a wide range of strategic and 
tactical questions for marketers, ranging from 
quantifying the total impact of paid marketing and 
measuring the ROAS of different marketing channels 
to understanding which tactical strategies generate 
the best business outcome. Beyond marketing, the 
same model can also answer questions about non-
marketing commercial investment impact (trade, 
sponsorships, customer experience initiatives, etc.).

Given the variety of questions MMM can answer, 
it is important to build an MMM learning agenda 
and focus on addressing one question at a time. 
A learning agenda is a framework often used by 

marketers and analysts to translate their business 
questions to hypotheses which can be answered by 
tests and other methods to get actionable insights. 
Leveraging the framework of a learning agenda can 
help brands define their objectives of MMM, break 
it down to smaller questions, map relevant solutions 
against it, and, lastly, align with stakeholders on 
timelines and dependencies.

Aligning on the key objectives is the fundamental first 
step in the MMM process. All the subsequent steps 
in the MMM building process will benefit from a clear 
understanding of the key objectives of MMM.
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MMM Best Practices

After aligning on the key objectives, it is important 
for marketers and model practitioners to prepare the 
data and the variables needed to address those key 
questions. More specifically, a separate variable needs 
to be created for each strategy that the marketers 
want to quantify the ROI of.

In addition to preparing the media-related variables, 
it is equally important to include a comprehensive list 
of non-media variables that can also influence the 
brand’s business outcome. Such variables will vary 
from brand to brand, but some common ones include 
economic factors, seasonality, competition, etc.

At times, marketers might find it challenging to gather 
all the data and variables they need for their MMM 
models, or some data in the model may be more 
relevant than others to current marketing execution. 
There are certain best practices and techniques 

modelers can leverage to address such challenges, 
such as utilizing syndicated or publicly available 
data or sub-selecting relevant time periods to refine 
insights and basis for budget optimization. Marketers 
should choose the MMM option that addresses their 
goals and objectives.

Marketing practitioners don’t necessarily need the 
most advanced machine learning techniques to get 
started on MMM. The most common questions of 
MMM are typically already addressed by the different 
MMM implementation options on the market, whether 
it is open-source solution such as Robyn, partner 
solution, or self-service MMM SaaS solution.

When evaluating MMM options, make sure their 
capabilities can effectively answer the questions 
identified in step 1 in order to generate actionable 
insights.

Ensure data is relevant and comprehensive

Growth through Privacy-First Measurement     Accenture | Meta
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MMM Best Practices

Regularly refresh and 
calibrate MMM to 
reflect business changes

Modern MMM is not a one-off exercise. In order 
to meet brands’ needs of frequent investment 
optimization, rebalancing between brand, short term 
sales, and other campaign objectives, MMM models 
must be refreshed with the most up-to-date data. 
Investing in a data infrastructure that allows you to 
automatically ingest new data into the MMM model 
will help marketers and model practitioners gain 
long-term efficiency.

Equally important is to build a framework to 
calibrate and choose the most robust MMM model. 
Experimentation or lift studies are the industry’s gold 
standard to measure ground truth marketing impact. 
Marketers should run experiments on their marketing 
channels in parallel with running MMM then use 
results of those experiments to help improve model 
accuracy and strengthen the trust in MMM adoption. 
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MMM Best Practices

Utilize automated feeds 
/ data governance (e.g. 
metadata, buy-in)

Many MMM practitioners are used to obtaining data 
through templates, or flat files which require the entire 
data processing team to turn this data into modeling 
data sets. This can be time consuming, making MMM 
slow to deliver value. 

Today, many agencies, marketing platforms, and 
internal technologies (CRM, CDPs, MDM) provide 
necessary data access to extract correct data, with 
proper granularity on demand in near real-time. 
Google, Amazon, Meta, Many DSPs, and email 
platforms all provide dedicated MMM data feeds on 
demand or allow for API integration to retrieve activity 
and spend reporting, enabling automated reporting 
of aggregated data required for MMM models.
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Conclusion
The research documented here shows how the 
evolution of modelling methodologies has made 
MMM a relatively futureproof measurement 
solution for brands in need of actionable insights 
into the cross-channel effects of marketing. 

By starting MMM setup now, marketers can move 
at their own pace, cross-reference their current 
measurement systems, finesse their model, and 
claim an analytical edge now and for the future.

Brands that wait will face uncertainty as the 

privacy-first advertising ecosystem continues 
to evolve and accessibility to cookies and 
mobile device IDs further declines. Relying on 
measurement tools that are not future proof 
can put brands in a position of making budget 
allocation decisions on incomplete data, which 
can inevitably lead to suboptimal business 
outcomes.

MMM and its evolutions are here to stay. It is time 
for marketers to stop waiting and get started on 
their MMM measurement journey.

It’s time to put a foundation in place for resilient measurement solutions.  

Chapter Four

© 2022 Meta and AccentureGrowth through Privacy-First Measurement     Accenture | Meta
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Resources to Get Started
What’s Next in Media Measurement in an 
Evolving Advertising Ecosystem? an article from 
AdWeek online. 

Project Robyn Github home page, a hub for 
documentation and resources around the open-
source MMM code recently released.  

• Project Robyn case study featuring 
Resident, an online DTC mattress and home 
goods company. 

• Project Robyn case study with Central 
Group Thailand, an omnichannel fashion/
department goods retail platform. 

Building and Validating Media Mix Models 

published by eComm company Thirdlove, which 
walks through how they validate MMMs and 
calibrate with lift experiments and MTA. 

A Perspective: Measurement in the Cookie-free 
World, published by Accenture, discusses what 
brands can expect as user-level data declines. 

Adapting Marketing Mix Models to Major 
Shifts, a guide to help businesses update their 
marketing mix models (MMMs) to better account 
for COVID-19 impact. 

How Granularity Can Unlock the Full Potential 
of Marketing Mix Models, an overview of how 
granular MMM data can enable new messaging 
and creative-level insights. 

Preparing for iOS 14 Data and Privacy Changes, 
published by Accenture, a guide on how brands 
can overcome the impacts of iOS 14’s user data 
restrictions. 

Measuring Facebook Accurately in Marketing 
Mix Models, an overview of the keys to 
developing modern marketing mix models 
(MMM) that accurately capture the value of digital 
campaigns. 

Solutions.AI for Marketing, published by 
Accenture, an overview of how to use AI to 
improve customer experiences. 

Growth through Privacy-First Measurement A 
guide to MMM for Disruptor Brands

Chapter Five

There are many ways to build and implement MMM, whether by seeking a partner, taking advantage of open-source 
tools, or a mix of both approaches. Some resources to help you embark on this journey are listed below:

https://www.accenture.com/us-en/blogs/interactive-insights-blog/a-new-day-for-marketing-mix-modeling
https://www.adweek.com/partner-articles/whats-next-for-media-measurement-in-an-evolving-advertising-ecosystem/
https://facebookexperimental.github.io/Robyn/
https://www.facebook.com/business/success/resident
https://www.facebook.com/business/success/central-retail-corporation
https://github.com/mecommerce/ThirdLove-Tech-Blog/blob/master/Media_Mix_Model/ThirdLove_MMM_Whitepaper.pdf
https://github.com/mecommerce/ThirdLove-Tech-Blog/blob/master/Media_Mix_Model/ThirdLove_MMM_Whitepaper.pdf
https://www.accenture.com/au-en/blogs/anztrends/a-perspective-measurement-in-the-cookie-free-world
https://www.facebook.com/business/news/insights/5-ways-to-adjust-marketing-mix-models-for-unexpected-events
https://www.facebook.com/business/news/insights/how-granularity-can-unlock-the-full-potential-of-marketing-mix-models
https://www.accenture.com/us-en/insights/interactive/ios-14-data-privacy-changes
https://www.facebook.com/business/news/insights/considerations-for-creating-modern-marketing-mix-models
https://www.accenture.com/us-en/services/applied-intelligence/solutions-ai-marketing
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